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About This Game

You have to dive into an interesting space journey. Playing for Leprechaun, you can save the universe from monsters and save
your old friend. Collect colors, dodging obstacles, defeat bosses. Immerse yourself in the pixel world of childhood. Is waiting

for you:
- 5 levels
- 5 Bosses

- 2 Endings
- store improvements

The peculiarity of the game is that it is not out of outlandish complexity, but it will not lead you by the handle, reminding of the
times of consoles and slot machines.

To each boss in the game, you need to find a special approach and strategy for defeating him. The only resource of the game is
the color.

Color it and currency, and cartridges. Help the Leprechaun collect a rainbow and you can get to the store and pump your gun.
And also during the game you can appreciate the music of our friend and a talented composer.

P.S. Special thanks to Ekaterina Vitkovskaya (@ekaterina_vitkovskaya) - for the logo of our small studio and Abdurakhman
Tugalov as a web developer for working with the game site.
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Title: Space Leprechaun
Genre: Indie
Developer:
O.P. Games
Publisher:
O.P. Games
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: amd AtlonX64 or intel Celerone

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5450G или Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 38 MB available space

Sound Card: integrated

English,Russian
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Guns'N'Zombies: N'Aliens gives you a short alien themed side campaign that you can access after the first few missions of the
main game: despite feeling overpriced for its length it still provides enough content to make it a worthwhile consideration.

PROS:

-just as fun and frantic as the main game

-the new alien models are good enough

-medic class is very interesting, it sports a good speed and, thanks to its starting ability and support turrets, can slow
enemies in a wide range.

-the newly introduced electric rifle class is very nifty. It has a vey short range but fires continuosly and deals high
damage in a small cone,it also seems to have no need for reloading.

CONS:

-while fun the side campaign feels VERY short and easy, I got through it in about half an hour on Normal and never
died

-final alien boss is way too easy

-electric rifle sound is bugged, if you keep firing for several seconds its sound will disappear until you let the trigger go

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=459700772

All things considered I feel the medic class and electric rifles are good additions to the game, they give you more options and
are fun to use: the electrical rifles actually feel overpowered and I was left wondering whether the lack of reloads with them is a
design choice or just a bug.

Sadly this DLC fares pretty badly length-wise, it really doesn't expand the main game by that much and I feel you'd take this
into account when deciding how much you want to spend on it.. Slightly erotic fiction, slightly NO YOU DEAD...

I really don't like games that kill you with no reason... This ain't dark souls.

The English is Shaky and the game is more, find the sequence rather than a truly winding story.

It is savage tho!. Fun puzzler. Not for everyone I suspect, but I've been enjoying it a lot. First hour or two in particular were
bliss.

Suffers for lack of alternate game modes though, so while the increasing difficulty of ranked mode *could* offer a large
amount of replayability, the fact that core gameplay doesn't change limits that appeal.. Gameplay and quality aside, its a cheap
game, but it still crashes every time I run level 2.

I guess that's what happens when you don't unit test your actionscript.... Jesus... over the top, screaming death to fire touched flat
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Suggested, a bit clunky (due to age?) to get running correctly at 3840x2160, bottom 30% of the screen cannot be accessed via
mouse.
. this game is great got it for $1 and in my oppimion it is worth the full price , the graphics are nice and it is a great time killer
that will make time fly by . http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=310052041. At first when I saw all the
negative reviews, I didn't want to download this game, but then I saw a positive review saying that the game isn't meant to be
realistic or like war thunder in any way. So I thought: Well since most of the negative reviews hates on the game's flight models
and stuff, and the game isn't supposed to be realistic, and it's actually supposed to be an MMORPG but with planes, I decided to
give it a shot.
Here are the pros and cons:

Pros: - Easy to learn
  - Don't have to pay to win or to have fun
  - Tons of planes
  - Tons of missions
  - Missions can be played in co-op, or alone
  - PvP and PvE modes
  - Can run smoothly on any computer
  - No lag
  - Easy to level up
  - Easy to get new upgrades
  - Not a grind fest, making money and getting unlocks and rewards is quick and easy.
  - Lots of parts and items to upgrade your plane with
  - Storage warehouse for un-used items
  - Tons of Quests that gives you bonus rewards
  - Extremely detailed tutorial quests to teach you how to play the game
  - Fun to play

Cons: - The game's graphics look like it's from 1996
  - The damage model is just a simple health bar, no individual components that can take damage
  - Can't do barrel rolls or loops
  - No plane engine sounds
  - All guns sounds the same
  - You can fly through enemies without taking damage
  - Only 3 different death animations for planes, 1: The plane's engines starts burning, and a wing breaks off, and the plane
spirals to the ground and explodes. 2: The plane's engines starts burning, and the plane spirals to the ground and explodes. 3: The
plane doesn't burn or anything, it just spirals to the ground and explodes.
  - No throttle control

Overall I find it fun to play the game, even though the controls and gameplay is really simple and easy, and the graphics are
from the 1990's. It just feels fun to play, and there's a lot of content. Even more content than some AAA games. It has almost as
much content as War Thunder. Lots of maps, planes, missions, weapons, upgrades, and so on. If this game had tanks like War
Thunder, then I would say they have the same amount of content. It's still a great game though.

Long story short: Great game, great fun, tons of content, no grinding for money or levels, you should totally try it out!. Thats
why l love humunity 1110/10
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Between muddy hitboxes, presentation that's barebones even for a budget shmup and a complete lack of content (again, even
compared to other budget shmups) I can't really recommend this game unless you just happen to have a couple bucks in your
Steam Wallet and are looking for something to do for half an hour or so. The dull bosses that serve as bullet sponges rather than
an example of any care in design is the icing on the cake. Video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TzoZ5nMiwAw. I am simply entranced... thank you, Mr. Lobser.. Cats everywhere.

Edit - Updating this review for Autumn Sale 2017. Still cats. Still good.

Edit - Updating this review for Autumn Sale 2018. Still cats. Still good.. Team an unusual plot with smooth gameplay, and you
have a great entry in the HOG genre! This one is definitely worth the money - great visuals, great voice acting, and good
puzzles! Also a bit more challenging than the average - paying attention to detail really pays off in this one!. Beautiful little
game that reminds me of Amanita Design approach to storytelling.

Unfortunately, the puzzles in the second half of the game have significantly affected my experience.

Sometimes you are expected to Zoom-In to see hidden interactive elements of the scene, which are invisible, while Zoomed-
Out. I have only learned about the Zoom functionality from the walkthrough...

This could have been a must-have adventure game if not the puzzles and the absence of visual clues.

Looking forward to see more from bycomb, they have good potential.. Metacritic score of 69\/100. AWWW YEAH!!!!. its
good needs more titans more races but for early access its very good
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